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We fix a commutative ring R, and elementsfO, . . . , f, of R which generate the unit 
ideal. Let T denote a finite collection of indeterminates. An R-algebra A is called a 
locally polynomial R-algebra if Afi is isomorphic to R[ T]f, for each i. In [ 11, Bass, 
Connell, and Wright show that if A is a finitely presented locally polynomial 
R-algebra, then A is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra S(P) of a finitely generated 
projective R-module P. 
The primary goal of this paper is to prove an analogous result for locally power 
series algebras. It was seen in [9] that if R is a normal domain and A is a locally power 
series algebra over R, then A is actually a formal power series algebra over R. An 
example of a non-trivial locally power series algebra over a seminormal domain was 
also offered in [9]. Let R(f) denote the integral closure of R in Rf whenever f is an 
element of R. The main result of this paper is Corollary 5.2 which states that if R is a 
reduced ring which is finitely generated as an algebra over a field and if A is any 
R-algebra, then Af, is isomorphic to R[[ T]]/, f or each i if and only if A is isomorphic 
to nSm(P), the completion of the symmetric algebra S(P), where P is a finitely 
generated R-module such that R(fi) OR P is a free R(h)-module for each i. 
(Theorem 5.1 classifies locally power series R-algebras for more general rings R.) 
The main steps in the proof of the classification theorems are contained in Sections 
2, 3, and 4. In Section 2 we show that gluing algebras of the form {R[[T]lf} is 
equivalent to gluing algebras of the form {R(f)[[T]]}. We accomplish this by 
describing the Y-‘R-algebra automorphisms of .Y’(R[[T]]) where Y’ is a multi- 
plicative set of R. A typical result from Section 2 is Corollary 2.8 which states that if 
R is a reduced ring which is finitely generated as an algebra over a field, then every 
F’R-algebra automorphism of Y’(R[[T]]) restricts to a ii-algebra automorphism 
of A[[T]], where A is the integral closure of R in Y-‘R. The n-algebra automor- 
phisms of A[[ T]] are well known. They have been studied by Gilmer, O’Malley, and 
Wood in [3, 4, 11, 121. 
In Section 4 we prove that gluing algebras of the form {R(f) 0 n S”(M)} is 
equivalent to gluing modules of the form {R(f) 0 M}. We glue R(f)-modules in 
Section 3. 
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1. Notation and elementary facts 
All rings in this paper are commutative and noetherian. If f is an element of the 
ring R, theo we let R(f) denote the integral closure of R in Rp Let 9’ be a 
multiplicative set of the ring R. Often we will let A denote the integral closure of R in 
Y-*R. Observe that if R is a domain, then the integral closure of R in F’R is equal 
to R’n Y-‘R, where R’ is the integral closure of R. Facts about elements which are 
integral over general rings may be found in Section 1.2 of Kaplansky [81. 
1.1. Observation. Let B be an R-algebra, and let C be the integral closure of R in B. 
If 9’ is a multiplicative set of R, then the integral closure of Y-‘R in Y-‘B is Y-‘C. 
Thus, the rings (R (g))f, (R (fg))f, and R/(g) are all equal when f and g are elements of 
R. 
If R is a noetherian ring, and Mand N are finitely generated R-modules, then 
HomR(M N)I may be identified with HomR,(Mf, N,). Consequently, 
HomR&R (fg) @ M, R (fg) 0 NJ/ may be identified with HomRc,,(R (g) 0 M, 
R(g) 0 N)/ provided R(fg) and R(g) are noetherian. (In this paragraph the symbol 
0 denotes OR.) 
Let S(M) = IJ~=o S”(M) represent the symmetric algebra of the R-module M. 
(Elementary facts about symmetric algebras may be found in Section III.6 of 
Bourbaki [2].) The completion of S(M) in the [urnal S”(M)]-adic topology is 
n S”(M). Let M be RI/N where R’ is the free module generated by xl, . . . , xt, and 
N is the submodule of R’ generated by the relations {xi riixi}. Then n S”(M) may be 
identified with R[[T,, . . . , T,J]/I where I is the ideal of R[[ TI, . . . , T,]] generated 
by the relations {xi riiq}. 
1.2. Observation. Let M and N be R-modules. If (Y is a R-algebra map from 
l-j S”(M) to fl S”(N), then let a(‘“) denote the R-module map from M to S”(N) 
which is induced by (Y. The map a is called degree preserving if a’m) equals zero for all 
m except m = 1. Assume that the Jacobson radical of R is zero. Then (Y(O) is the zero 
map. If 0’“’ is an R-module map from M to S”(N) for all m 2 1, then there is a 
unique R-algebra map cy from l-j S”(M) to n S”(N) such that a(“‘) equals e(m) for all 
m. 
Bass, Connell, and Wright are able to identify S(M)/ with S(Mf); however, it is not 
true that [n S”(M)]/ is isomorphic to n Sm(Mf). Intuitively, this is because every 
element of [fl S”(M)J has a common denominator, but the denominators of 
fl S”(Mf) are permitted to have unbounded exponents. In Proposition 1.4 we prove 
that A @R [n S”(M)] is isomorphic ton [A @R S”(M)] whenever .4 is an R-algebra 
which is finitely generated as an R-module. This result will be most useful to us when 
A is taken to be R(f). Lemma 1.3 is not difficult to prove, and the proof is omitted. 
1.3. Lemma. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let A be an R-algebra. Then the 
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multiplication map from A OR R[[T]] to A[[T]] is an injection. Furthermore, if .A is 
finitely generated as an R-module, then A OR R[[T]] may be identified with MUI. 
1.4. Proposition. Let R be a noetherian ring, let A be an R-algebra, let M be a finitely 
generated R-module, and let r$ be the natural map from A @R [nSm(M)l to 
n [A @R s”W)l. 
(a) If A is a finitely generated R-module, then q5 is an isomorphism. 
(b) If A = ,Y’R for some multiplicative set Sf’of R, then 9 is an injection. 
Proof. Let M equal RI/N where R’ is generated by x1,. . . , xt and N is the 
R-submodule of R’ generated by {x r+xi}. Then A @R M is equal to AI/N’ where N’ 
is the A-submodule of A’ generated by { 1 rigi}. Let T denote T,, . . . , T, and let I be 
the ideal of R[[T]] generated by {C rijTi}. The following two sequences are exact: 
We obtain part (a) by applying A @n - to exact sequence (1) and using Lemma 1.3. 
We now prove part (b). For each m let I(‘“) be the .Y- torsion submodule of S”(M). 
Then n.1’“” is the kernel of the natural map from [fl S”(M)] to fl .9'"-'[S"(M)]. Let 
I be the ideal of Y-torsion elements of S(M). Since I is finitely generated and 
graded, there is an element of s of 9’ with sl equal to zero. Consequently slcm) equals 
zero for each m and sP-‘[n I’“‘] = 0. We conclude that 4 is an injection. 
Let Y be a multiplicative set of R, and let A be the integral closure of R in Y-‘R. 
Assume that A is a finitely generated R-module. If M is a finitely generated 
R-module, then it follows from Proposition 1.4 that .Y’[nSE(M)] may be 
identified with .T’[ n ST(A @n M)]. Corollary 1.5 is now obvious. 
1.5. Corollary. Let R, 9, and A be as above. If M and N are finitely generated 
R-modules with A @nM isomorphic to A @RN, then P’-‘[fl S”(M)] and 
.Y’-‘[jJ S”(N)] are isomorphic R-algebras. 
2. Automorphisms of SP-‘(R [ [ T]]) 
The following two results are Theorems 2.4 and 3.3 of [9]. The symbol T denotes a 
finite collection of indeterminates. 
2.1. Theorem. Let R be a noetherian normal domain, and let Y be a multiplicative set 
of R. If 4 is an Y-‘R-algebra automorphism of Y-‘(R [[ T]]), then the restriction of q5 to 
R[[T]] is an R-algebra automorphism of R[[T]]. 
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2.2. Theorem. Ler B = fl,,,=~ Bern’ and C =n,,,=, Cm’ be normal noetherian 
domains with B”’ = C”‘. Let R denote B”‘. Assume that the Jacobson radical of R is 
equal to zero or that the Krull dimension of R is equal to one. Let 9 be any multiplicative 
set of R. If 4 is an Y-‘R-algebra isomorphism from Y-‘Cto Y-‘B, then the restriction 
of 4 to C is an R-algebra isomorphism from C to B. 
In Theorem 2.7 we extend the above two results to the situation where R is not a 
normal domain. The notation and assumptions of (2.3) are used throughout this 
section. 
2.3. Notation and Assumptions. Let 9 be a multiplicative set of the ring R, let 
Pl, . . .1 P, be the height zero prime ideals of R, let Ai be the integral closure of R/P; 
in Y-‘(R/Pi), and let A be the integral closure of R in Y-‘R. We assume that A and 
the integral closure of R/Pi are finitely generated R-modules for each i. 
It is shown in Chapter 12 of Matsumura [lo] that if R is a domain which is 
essentially finitely generated as an algebra over a field or any other noetherian 
complete local domain, then the integral closure of R is a finitely generated 
R-module. We observe that if R is a reduced ring, then A may be imbedded in ui Aj; 
hence, if the integral closure of R/Pi is a finitely generated R-module for each i, then 
A is also finitely generated as an R-module. 
2.4. Proposition. Let D be an R-algebra, let E be a D-algebra, and let e be an element 
of E. If F, the image of e in E/PE, is integral overD/PD for all height zero prime ideals 
P of R, then e is integral over D. 
Proof. The product of the height zero prime ideals, PIP2 - * - P,, is contained in the 
nilradical of R. Since R is noetherian, there is an integer q such that (PIP2 * * * P,)’ is 
the zero ideal. For each i let 4; be a manic polynomial in D[X] such that Ji(a) equals 
zero in E/PiE. Thus 4i(e) is an element of PiE. Let 4 be the manic polynomial 
(41. * * 4,) ’ in D[X]. Then 4(e) is equal to zero in E. We conclude that e is integral 
over D. 
2.5. Corollary. Let N be a projective R-module. If x is an element of Y-IN and the 
image of x in (R/Pi) @n Y’-‘Nis an elementof Ai @R Nforall i, then x is an element of 
A OR N. 
Proof. It will suffice to assume that N equals R. The result follows from Proposition 
2.4 when D is taken to be R and E is taken to be Y-‘R. 
Let R be a normal domain and let M be a finitely generated projective R-module. 
If m is a maximal ideal of R, then S(M), is a polynomial ring over R,. Thus S(M) is a 
normal domain. If the formal fibers of R are geometrically normal, then fl S”(M) is 
also a normal domain. (The reader is referred to Section 12 of Greco and Salmon [5] 
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for definitions. Let K be either a noetherian complete local ring (in particular a field) 
or a Dedekind domain of characteristic zero. If R is essentially finitely generated as a 
K-algebra, then the formal fibers of R are geometrically normal.) 
2.6. Lemma Let Mbe a finitely generated projective R-module. Assume either that the 
formal fibers of R are geometrically normal, or that Mis free. Then the integral closure 
of n S”(M) in .F1[ n S”(M)] is equal to A OR fl S”(M). 
Proof. The algebra fl S”(M) is a flat R-module; hence, A OR n S”(M) is contained 
in Y”-‘[ n S”(M)]. 
We first assume that R is a domain. Let R’ be the integral closure of R, and let 9’0 
equal R\(O). The algebra R’ OR [n S”(M)] may be identified with the normal 
domain n Sg*(R’ OR M). The algebras R’@R [fl S”(M)] and .Y-‘[n S”(M)1 are 
both contained in .9’G’[n S”(M)] and their intersection is A OR [ fl S”(M)]. Thus 
A OR [n S”(M)] is the integral closure of fl S”(M) in .Y-‘[fl S”(M)]. 
We no longer assume that R is a domain. By Proposition 1.4 the natural map from 
,Y’[~S”(M)] to n .Y1[S”(M)] is an injection and the algebra 
(R/P) OR [n S”(M)] may be identified with fl [(R/P) OR S”(M)] for all prime 
ideals P of R. Let x be an element of the integral closure of nS”(M) in 
.9”-‘[ n S”(M)]. We write x = (x”) where x” is an element of .YL[S”(M)] for each 
m. Let Pi be a height zero prime ideal of R and let tli be the integral closure of R/Pi 
in F’(R/Pi). By the preceding paragraph the image of x in 
(R/Pi) @R y-‘[n s”(M)1 is an element of Ai @R [n S”(M)]. The last algebra may 
be identified withn [A; @R S”(M)]. Thus the image of x” in (R/Pi) @R Y’[S”(M)] 
is in Ai @R S”(M) for all m. Corollary 2.5 implies that x =(x”> iS an element of 
17 [A @R s”@f)l= A @R [fl s”(M)]. 
2.7. Theorem. We retain the notation and assumptions of 2.3. LetMand Nbefinitely 
generated projective R-modules. Assume either: 
(a) the Jacobson radical of R is equal to zero and the formal fibers of R are 
geometrically normal, or 
(b) the R-modules M and N are free. 
If 4 is an Y-‘R-algebra isomorphism from Y’-‘[ n S”(M)] to 5“-‘[fl S”(N)], then the 
restriction of d to A @R n S”(N) is a A-algebra isomorphism from A @R [n S”(M)] 
to ii @R [ fi S”(N)]. 
Proof. Let x be an element of A @n n S”(M). By Lemma 2.6 it will suffice to show 
that the element b(x) of Y-‘[n S”(N)] is integral over fl S”(N). By Proposition 2.4 
it will suffice to show that the image of b(x) in (R/P) @R .9-‘[n S”(N)] is integral 
over (RIP) @R [n S”(N)1 for all height zero prime ideals P of R. Thus we may 
assume that R is a domain and that R’, the integral closure of R, is a finitely 
generated R-module. Let .9’, equal R\(O). The algebra R’OR [nS”(M)] is 
identified with the normal domain n S$,(R’ @R M). We apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
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to the s’(R’)-algebra isomorphism s’(4) from .%‘[R’ @R n s”Wl to 
.9'ii1[R'C3~~srn(N)I is order to conclude that 4(x) is an element of 
R’ @n n s”(N). 
We note that in assumption (a) of Theorem 2.7 the hypothesis “the Jacobson 
radical of R is equal to zero” may be replaced with the hypothesis “the Krull 
dimension of R is equal to one.” Corollary 2.8 is a special case of Theorem 2.7. 
2.8. Corollary. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring, let 9 be a multiplicative set of R, 
and let.4 be the integral closure of R in Y-‘R. Assume that the integral closure of RIPis 
a finitely generated R-module for all height zero prime ideals P of R. If 4 is an 
Y-‘R-algebra automorphism of Y-‘(R[[T]]), then the restriction of 4 to A[[ T]] is an 
R-algebra automorphism of A[[ T]]. 
3. Gluing modules 
In this section we glue R(f)-modules. Theorem 3.1 is the usual result about gluing 
R,-modules. The proof is not difficult and may be extracted from the proof in Section 
II.5 of Hartshorne [7] that a quasi-coherent sheaf over an affine scheme is equal to n/i 
for some module M. 
3.1. Theorem. Letfo, . . . , f, generate the unit ideal of the ring R. For each i 1etMi be an 
Rti-module, and for each i and j let uit be an Rfifj-module isomorphism from Mtti to 
Mitr Assume that the collection of maps {uit} satisfies the cocycle condition : 
uii is the identity map on Mi, 
(uii)f4Ujk)/=(Uik)f 
where f = fififk for all i, j, and k. Let p be the R-module homomorphism from ui Mi to 
UitMiti which sends (xi) to (xii), where xi is an element of Mi and xii is the element 
xit, - uit(xtti) of Miti. Let M be an R-module. Then the following two conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) There is an R-module map a from Mto Hi Mi such that the following sequence is 
exact: 
(b) For every i there is an Rb-module isomorphism ui from M/i to Mi such that 
Uii =(Ui)f,(Uj)~* a 
The module M of Theorem 3.1 is uniquely determined because of part (a). Lemma 
3.2 is also well-known and is not difficult to prove. 
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3.2. Lemma. Let fO, . . . , f, generate the unit ideal of the ring R, and let A and B be 
R-modules. For each i let Si be an Rt,-module map from Bf, to At,. If (Si)t, equals (St)t, 
for all i and j, then there is an R-module map S from B to A such that 6, equals Si for 
all i. 
If each map Si in Lemma 3.2 is an isomorphism, then S is an isomorphism. If A and 
B are R-algebras and each Si is an R-algebra map, then 6 is an R-algebra map. In 
Theorem 3.3 we glue R(f)-modules. 
3.3. Theorem. Let fO, . . . , f, generate the unit ideal of the ring R. For each i let M, be an 
R-module. For each i and j let uii be an R(fif;)-module isomorphism from 
(R(fif;) @n Mt to R(fifi) On Mi. Assume that the collection of isomorphisms {u(t) 
satisfies the following cocycle condition: 
1 
uii is the identity map on R (fi) 0 Mi, 
(R(f) @R(fifi) Uii) a (R(f) @RCf,fk) u. ) = R(f) @RCf,fk, Uik fk 
where f = fififk for all i, j, and k. Then there exists an R-module Msuch that for each i 
there is vi, an R( fi)-module isomorphism from R(fi) @R M to R (fi) @R MC, with he 
property 
Uii = (R(fifi) @R(f,) uJU?(fifi) @R(fj) vi)-’ for all i andi. 
Proof. For each i and j, (Uii)nf, is an Rf,Ii-module isomorphism from (Mtt,)t, to (Mf,),p 
The collection of maps {(uii)~,~i} satisfies the cocycle condition of Theorem 3.1. Let M 
be the R-module determined by this cocycle. For each i there is an R-module 
isomorphism ui from Mti to Miti such that (Uii)f,f, is equal to (ui)f,(Uj)i’ for all i and j. 
By Observation 1.1 we see that the R(f),-module (R(g) @R M)t may be identified 
with R (g)t @n, Mt, R (fg)t @nr Mr, and (R (fg) @R M)r. Fix the index i and for each j 
let yj be the R(fi)fi-module isomorphism (Uij)fi 0 (R(f;f;)t, On,, ui) from 
(R(h) @n M)ti to (R(h) @R MO,. It is straightforward to check that (yi)f, equals 
(yk)f, for all j and k. By Lemma 3.2 there is an R(fi)-module isomorphism Ui from 
R(fi) @n M to R(fi) @n Mi such that (Vi)fi equals yi for all j. 
Repeat the procedure for each i. It is not difficult to check that 
Uij = (R(fif;) @R(fi) vi)’ (R(fifi) @R(fi) ‘Jj)-l- 
4. The cocycle theorem 
In this section we prove that gluing algebras of the form {R(f) 0 fl S”(M)} is 
equivalent o gluing modules of the form {R(f) 0 M}. In Theorem 4.1 the maps {bij} 
represent a given cocycle. We modify this cocycle by a coboundary in order to obtain 
degree preserving maps. The maps {ai} are the (n - 1)st approximation to the desired 
coboundary and the maps {p,} are the nth approximation to that coboundary. 
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Let f and g be elements of R. We adopt the following abbreviations. If M is an 
R-module, then R(f) 0 M means R(f) OR M. If 4 is an R(g)-module map, then 
R(fg) @ 4 means R(k) OR&) 4. 
4.1. Theorem. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring, and letfo, . . . , f, be elements 
of R which generate the unit ideal. For each i let b4i be a finitely generated R-module. 
Foreach iandjlet&bean R(fif;)-algebra isomorphismfrom R(ftfi) 63 [n S”(Mj)I to 
R(fif;) @[l-I S”(Mi)I- A ssume that the collection {4it} satisfies the following cocycle 
condition: 
4ii is the identity map on R(fi) 0 [n S”(M)], 
(1) 
where f =fif;fk for all i, j, and k. Assume that the Jacobson radical of R is equal to zero, 
and that R(f) is a finitely generated R-module whenever f =f&fk for some i, j, and k. 
Then for each i there is di, an R(fi)-algebra automorphism of R(fi) 0 [n S”(Mi)], 
such that for each i and j 
(R(fif;) 0 4i)-’ 0 dit 0 (R(f&) @ 4t) 
isomorphism from R(fif,) 0 [n S”‘(W)] to 
Proof. Throughout the proof of this theorem, the indices i, j, and k will range freely 
between 0 and p. Let 011’ be the identity map on R (fi) @M,. Let n 2 2 be a fixed 
integer. For each m with 2s m <n, let /3{“’ be an R(L)-module map from 
R(ft) @Mi to R(h)@ S”(Mi). We use Observation 1.2. Let (Y~ and pi be the 
R(h)-algebra automorphisms of n R(fi) 0 S”(Mi) defined by the property that 
a~m)=p~m)=~~m) if lcmcn-1, 
a!n) = 0 
I 7 
pl”’ = &), (2) 
(y~m)=p~m)=O ifn+l<m. 
Let $ii and Pij be the R(fif;)-algebra isomorphisms from fl R(f&) @ S”(Mt) to 
fl R(f&) 0 S”(M) defined by 
~ij=(R(~f;)O(Y;‘)~ij(R(fifi)O~j), 
(3) 
Pii = (R(fih) 0 PT’)4it(R(fifi) 0 Pi)* 
Observe that {(llij} and {Pij} both satisfy the cocycle condition of display (1). Observe 
also that 
@!!) = ly!!) = &!) 
9 EJ IJ . 
(4) 
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The cocycle condition allows us to compute that 
R(f)Orlr’ii”‘-[R(f)O(rlrl;‘o~~‘)]o[R(f)O~j:i”l 
+[R(flO S"k$')l+W9@ (4;;' o &;',I 
(5) 
is the zeromapfromR(f) 0 h4j toR(f) 0 S”(Mi) where/=f&fk for all i, j, and k. By 
Observation 1.1 there is an integer 1 such that for each i and k there is Vi(k), an 
R(h)-module map from R(fi) 0 Mi to R(fi) 0 S”(Mi), with 
( ) =f;($;k”’ 0&l.‘) 
b(k) IL kf fk* (6) 
From lines 5 and 6 we see that there is an integer m with 
f;[f:‘+@ -(R(fif)@ ui(k)b’$(iil) +s”b#~l,“)~(R(hfj)@ UjCk,,] (7) 
equal to the zero map from R(fif;) 0 Mt to R(fif;) 0 S”(Mi) for all i, j, and k. 
Let ro, . . . , rp be elements of R with the property that Cj rjfj’“’ is equal to 1. Define 
c$“‘, an R(h)-module map from R(fi) 0 Mi to R(f;) 0 S”(Mi), as follows 




I@’ -(R(fif;:) 0 6’l”‘) 0 4:;’ +S”(&$‘) 0 (R(f&) 0 0:‘) (9) 
is the zero map from R(fifi) 0 Mj to R(fifj) 0 S”(Mi). 
The map ‘Pij was defined by equation (3). It is not difficult to compute that Pi;’ is 
equal to the expression on line (9). We conclude that P\,!“’ equals zero for all i and j 
and for all m with 2 G m s n. 
We continue in this manner to find 0:“” for 16 m. By Observation 1.2 there is 4,, 
an R(h)-algebra automorphism of fl R(h) 0 S”(M,), such that 4:“’ = 0:“’ for all 
m. Then (R(fih) 0 4i)-lo 4it o (R (fib) 0 4t) is a degree preserving map for each i 
and j. 
5. The classification theorem 
In Theorem 5.1 we classify locally power series algebras. Corollary 5.2 is a special 
case of Theorem 5.1. Both classification theorems conclude that if A is a locally 
power series R-algebra, then A is isomorphic to n S”(M) for some R-module M. In 
[6] Andy Magid observed that if the Jacobson radical of R is equal to zero and if M 
and N are finitely generated R-modules such that n S”(M) and n S”(N) are 
isomorphic, then M and N are isomorphic. 
5.1. Theorem. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring with Jacobson radical equal to 
zero, and let fo, . . . , f, be elements of R which generate the unit ideal. For each i 
between 0 and p let Mi be a finitely generated R-module. Assume that either 
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(a) the formal fibers of R are geometrically normal, or 
(b) each Mi is a free R-module. 
Assume also that the integral closure of R/P is a finitely generated R-module for all 
height zero prime ideals P of R. Let A be an R-algebra. Then Ati is isomorphic to 
[n S”(M)1 f t, or each i if and only if A is isomorphic to n S”(M) where M is an 
R-module with the property that R (fi) On M is isomorphic to R (fi) OR Mi for each i. 
Proof. Corollary (1.5) shows that if R(fi) 0 M is isomorphic to R(fi) 0 Mi, then 
[n S”(M)],, is isomorphic to [ fl S” (Mi)]t,. In order to prove the converse let ai be an 
Rfi-algebra isomorphism from Ah to [fl S”(Mi)]t,. The ring R is reduced, thus R(f) 
is a finitely generated R-module for all f in R. Theorem 2.7 guarantees that there is a 
unique R(fih)-algebra isomorphism 4ij from R(f,h)@~ [nS’“(Mj)I to 
R(f;fi) @n [ nS-(Mi)] with the property that (4ij)/ifi=(Yif,Pi:. The collection of 
isomorphisms {dij} satisfies the cocycle condition of Theorem 4.1. For each i we 
obtain di, an R(h)-algebra automorphism of R(fi) 0 [ fl S”(Mi)], such that 
(R (fiA) 0 di) 0 4ij 0 (R(fih) 0 dj)- ’ is a degree preserving map for each i and j. 
Let pi be the Rfi-algebra isomorphism di/, 0 ai from Ati to [n S”‘(Mi)]t,. Let 4ij be 
the unique R(f&)-algebra isomorphism from R(fih) 0 [n S”(Mt)] to 
R(f&) @ [n S”(Mt)] with the property that ($ij)fifi= pihfii,‘. By construction $$“’ is 
the zero map for each m except m = 1. 
The collection of maps {I@} is gluing data as described in Theorem 3.3. Thus 
there is an R-module M and an R(f$module isomorphism Ui from R(fJ 0 M to 
R(fi) @ Mi for each i such that IJ$’ is equal to (R (f&) 0 ui) 0 (R (f&) 0 ui)-’ for all i 
and j. Let yi be the Rh -algebra isomorphism induced by Ui from [n S” (M)]t, to 
[nS’“(Mi)]t,. Observe that (yi)f,(yj)i’ is equal to ($ij)fif,* Let Si be the Rf,-algebra 
isomorphism /3T’yi from [n S”(M)]ti to Ati. Since (6i)fj equals (Sj)f, for all i andj, we 
use Lemma 3.2 to conclude that A and n S’“(M) are isomorphic R-algebras. 
5.2. Corollary. Let R be a reduced ring which isfinitely generated as an algebra over a 
field, and let fO, . . . , f, be elements of R which generate the unit ideal. For each i let Mi 
be a finitely generated projective R-module. Let A be an R-algebra. Then Ati is 
isomorphic to [n S” (Ml)] t if or each i if and only if A is isomorphic to fl S”(M) where 
M is an R-module with the property that R (fi) OR M is isomorphic to R (fi) OR Mi for 
each i. 
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